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ART AS EXCHANGE + ENGAGEMENT

Interdisciplinary methodology promotes more inclusive 
approaches to Earth Science learning

Valuing different kinds of knowledge production 
deepens connections to climate science for 
students, educators, and public

Platforms for qualitative learning create increased 
access to, and engagement with, quantitative 
information in fieldwork and outreach







ART AS DOCUMENTATION

Geologic forces and the passage of time

Tool for recording, processing, and sharing 
complex information



HANNAH’S WORK: field sketching + painting
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BLIND CONTOUR DRAWING

Deep observation and close looking

Easy intro to field sketching for “non-artists”

Helps cement features to memory + more 
fully understand complex visual information



STUDENT WORK: blind contour drawings



ART AS PROXY

Objects and installations using geologic material,
data, and ideas

Diverse pathways to connect with scientific data 
and abstract concepts



HANNAH’S WORK: ice core installations
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CYANOTYPE PRINTMAKING

Recording material + specimen in the field

Specific to place, time, and human interaction

Photographic process of objects and information



STUDENT WORK: cyanotype prints, 
geology + ecology samples



COLLABORATIVE HYDROLOGY FIELDWORK:
cyanotype prints of firn samples at depth
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ART AS STORYTELLING:

Collaborative research opportunities

Participatory experiences for engagement, 
deepening connection to fieldwork and data

Diverse forms of sci comm + outreach



HANNAH’S WORK: women in STEM mural
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Grace Juneau

SCIENCE ILLUSTRATION + VISUALS

Help reach a wider audience with diagrams + figures

Clearly communicate findings and complex concepts
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PARTICIPATORY PROJECTS

Collective creative engagement 
deepens connections to each other, to 

field science, and to quantitative info

Amplifies diverse forms of knowledge 
production and ways of relating to place



STUDENT WORK: collaborative cyanotype 
prints + memory exchange



THANK YOU! FEEL FREE TO REACH OUT:
hannahpmode@gmail.com

MORE ABOUT ME:
www.hannahpmode.com

instagram.com/hannahpmode

http://www.hannahpmode.com
http://instagram.com/hannahpmode

